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The Palombi & Palombi law firm had been patiently 

waiting for me since the day I was born.

As a child, on Sundays, I used to enjoy entering the empty 

offices, opening the closets of stationary supplies, and 

filling my pockets with pens and strange erasers before the 

smiling eyes of grandfather Vincenzo.

Later, when I was already a bit older, on my way back 

from some endless soccer game, I would drop by without 

forewarning and, in the waiting room, find litigious couples 

waiting for my father and funny moustached smugglers 

waiting for grandfather.

I tried studying law, but never managed to keep my 

concentration for an entire lesson.

Everything was horrible. Classrooms, students, professors, 

books, and exams.

I took ten of them, I think, but at least six had been only so 

as to avoid doing military service.

And yet I would have liked being a lawyer, and yet I did 

become one in a sense.

In the course of my first year as a creative director, in fact, 

in addition to learning all about the many different shades 

of human frustration, I was dumbstruck by a beautiful and 

unexpected truth: I would be able to use everything that 

I was learning about the ins and outs of communication, 

not only to advertise goods and services, but also to speak, 

to challenge, to defend.

This is what I wanted to become, a copywriter of lost 

causes.
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IN ASIA. IN AFRICA. IN AMERICA. IN EUROPE.
Where there are wars, epidemics, natural disasters, we are there as well.  
Every day for the last 25 years, every day.
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Medici Senza Frontiere
Doctors Without Borders
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ImagIne a wInd-swept desert, a small plant, a man wIth a waterIng can In hIs hand.
You have ImagIned a doctor wIthout borders.
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We are like War, like earthquakes, like famines. We are Without borders.
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This is The sTory of a child who is waiTing for help from a docTor  
who is waiTing for you To help him.
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The MediTerranean Monk Seal iSn’T The only one aT riSk of becoMing exTincT. 
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The day we are unemployed will be a greaT day.
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You can go ahead and call it defeat lake.
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Many keep their wallet in their left coat pocket, just above the heart. 
this should Make everything easier.
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If we ask you for money don’t send us to hell.
we’re already there.
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To help DocTors WiThouT BorDers, you Don’T have To Be a DocTor,  
you have To lack BorDers.
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The naked body works every Time. 
we hope.
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Cut out the Coupon. It wIll be lIke puttIng your pICture here.
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EvErything that happEnEd out hErE
happEnEd in hErE. 
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Surgical war? Humanitarian war? EtHnic war? rEligiouS war? war.
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Jew? MusliM? Christian? Man.
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For over two billion people, medicines have only one name.
denying access to essential medicines is a crime against humanity.
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“Just think of all those children starving in angola.”
“shouldn’t it be you thinking about them?”
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REFUGEES: 
REFUGE:
MSF attends, vaccinates, feeds and supports millions of people in refugees camps. support the work of msf
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REFUGEES: 
REFUGE:
MSF attends, vaccinates, feeds and supports millions of people in refugees camps. support the work of msf
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Let the borders of your heart give way. that way, doctors without borders wiLL 
stay standing.
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KicK death’s ass.
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The Thin line ThaT separaTes Their life from Their deaTh leads sTraighT To you.
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Take The scyThe from hands of deaTh and Tell him where To shove iT.
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Movimento Studentesco 
Student Movement
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We are the Panther.
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Who is AfrAid of the PAnther?
i Am / We Are / not me / not us
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Comunità di S.Egidio 
Community of Sant’Egidio
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This page is dedicaTed To all who don’T wanT To look aT realiTy in The face.
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If only you worrIed about her defeats as you about your football club’s.  
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Vladimir sleeps at the train station. Franca and her Family sleep under sisto 
Bridge. nicola sleeps in his car. you shouldn’t sleep standing up. 
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Martha got a crush on alcohol, then she had an affair with heroin, and after 
that she gave herself to psychotropic drugs. now Martha has a new, true love. 
Martha.
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Luca fought for peace in MozaMbique and won. now he’s Left for another 
country at war. itaLy.
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WWF
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I’ve become no-good.
Pesticides. All their fault.
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I’ve gone bad.
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I’ve become an outlaw.
Pesticides. all their fault.
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I’ve become sour.
Pesticides. All their fault.
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I’m poIsoned.
pesticides. All their fault.
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I’ve become dIfferent.
Pesticides. All their fault.
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I’ve become a lawbreaker.
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I’ve become a rIsk.
Pesticides. all their fault.
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I’ve become a publIc menace.
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We’ve become terrorists.
Pesticides. All their fault.
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On May 30th, behave like an aniMal.
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On May 30th, behave like an aniMal.
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You complain that the sea is alwaYs dirtY. 
You don’t know how much it complains about You. 
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You find the destruction of the AmAzon forest moving. 
But don’t use All those pAper tissues to drY Your teArs.
Campaign for a new lifestyle. 
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You worrY a lot about Your daughter’s social environment. but what are You 
doing about the one she will have to live in?
Campaign for a new lifestyle. 
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Disposable razors. Disposable batteries. 
Disposable paper. 
Disposable life.
Campaign for a new lifestyle. 
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He refuses to put garbage in tHe bin. 
He refuses to take a bus. 
He refuses to give up His spray deodorant. 
so wHat is He, refuse or a man? 
Campaign for a new lifestyle. 
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Her love of animals Has no bounds:
leopardskin coat, ivory earrings, and crocodile sHoes.
Campaign for a new lifestyle. 
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The Sky of The NoT.
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The Sky of The yeSeS.
on June 3rd, against hunting, vote yes. 
you’ll be able to read the results in the sky.
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Victim of consumerism.
the sky is dying, the woods and mountains are dying, the sea is dying, a part of you is dying.
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Victim of consumerism.
the sky is dying, the woods and mountains are dying, the sea is dying, a part of you is dying.
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Blood urgently needed.
your subscriptions are our vital lymph.
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Blood urgently needed.
your subscriptions are our vital lymph.
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Blood urgently needed.
your subscriptions are our vital lymph.
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On  April 25th, in the territOries thAt hAve been wrested frOm the grip Of cement, 
trAffic, pOllutiOn, And hunting, the pArtisAns Of nAture celebrAte the liberAtiOn.
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Amani
Non-Profit Organization
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Kivuli means shelter. 
But for the children of nairobi it means a lot more.
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It’s called “long-dIstance adoptIon”. 
But they will feel that you are close by.
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Let yourseLves be adopted 
by twenty-five little girls in Kenya.
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Tribunale per i diritti  
del malato  

Court for the rights of the sick
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We have a dream: 
to transform ItalIan hospItals Into hospItals. 
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Humiliation, abuse, inefficiency. oftentimes tHose wHo cHeck into Hospital Have to 
take wHatever comes.
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For too many ItalIans these two sIgns contInue to mean the same thIng.
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DNDI  
Drugs for Neglected Diseases Initiative
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Unicef
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He Has only a newspaper page left. tHis newspaper page.
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WHEN STATISTICS ABOUT AIDS HAVE TWO EYES AND A MOUTH, CAN WE CONTINUE TO CALL 
THEM STATISTICS?
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This difference beTween This liTTle girl and The children we can no longer show 
you is a vaccine.
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On this smile is written: i’ve learned hOw tO write.
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It’s better to fall asleep wIthout havIng shut one’s eyes In the face of a hungry 
chIld.
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FAO
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War against Hunger
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Greenpeace
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And nucleAr rAdiAtion sAid: lAdies And children first. No, it’s not a graphic elaboration. It’s a child from Kazakhstan who suffers from hydrocephalus. This disease is the result 
of the nuclear radiation his mother was exposed to. Now, don’t be angry with us because of what we are showing you. 
Be angry, instead, with those who have hidden it from you, claiming that nuclear experiments entail no risks.
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We too Want Whales to die.
of old age.
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If 1994 Is lIke 1993, there won’t be a 1995 for the whales.
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It’s been a black year for the whales.
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What are those cabbage heads doing to vegetables?    
Pesticides poison the fruit and vegetable we eat.
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The carroT hurTs more Than The sTick.
Pesticides poison the fruit and vegetable we eat.
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We feel like crying and it’s not all the onions’ fault.
Pesticides poison the fruit and vegetable we eat.
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Do you want to winD up burieD like potatoes?
Pesticides poison the fruit and vegetable we eat.
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If the world stInks, It’s not the fault of skunks or of my lIttle farts.
It’s the fault of all the stinking chimneys in the world. 
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If I get a hold of whoever Is makIng a hole In the ozone layer, I’m goIng to strIng 
hIm up lIke the guy who punched a hole In my bIcycle tIre.
ozone is necessary to our life as tires are to a bicycle. buy only products that respect the ozone 
layer and sign up with greenpeace
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Let’s save aLL the whaLes except my teacher.
whales are very likeable and they don’t give you homework.
to protect them get your parents to sign here below.
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For those who haven’t understood, the man is ChiraC, the Crib is the mururoa 
atoll, and the baby is your Child. 
stop the  nuclear test.
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Comitato per la messa  
al bando delle mine 

Anti-Mines Organization
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Mines are really deMocratic. 
they do not make distinctions of sex, age, race, or religion. For mines, all human beings are 
equal. For this reason, everyone, without discrimination, should fight against mines.
the statistics of despair: 110 million mines spread throughout 71 countries of the world, a victim 
every 20 minutes, between 5 and 10 million mines produces each year, 100 million mines in 
deposits ready to be deployed, 90% of victims are women and children.
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The pope in Sarajevo. 
There To greeT him are ThouSandS of believerS and millionS of  m i n e S.
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Two days lefT To go before anTi-mine day.
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Saatchi & Saatchi 
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Ten years of campaigns we would never have wished To do.
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“xwky!y++vxw-wxz”
(Look, some spit.)
“xwkyy++vxw-wxz? gyyzxx+=zxyy”
(yeah, who knows how it can contain so much hatred.)
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Concept: SMP+
Texts: Stefano Maria Palombi
Copywriter: Stefano Maria Palombi
Art director: Fabio Ferri, Grazia Cecconi, Luca Albanese, Andrea Steifl, Francesca Risolo, Marzia Pietra
Translations: Lyrical Translation www.lyrical-translations.com

You can find the credits to all the campaigns in the Advertising section of the site www.stefanopalombi.com
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